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WGN announcer Pat Hughes presents Harry Caray: Voice of the Fans, an audio/photo tribute to

Chicago and St Louis sports broadcaster Harry Caray, one of the most beloved figures in baseball.

Caray's personality was as much a part of his charm as his broadcasting skill, and even ten years

after his death, baseball fans across the country recall Caray fondly, both for his play-by play calls

and his genuinely excited "Holy Cow!" exclamations during the games.Pat Hughes has compiled

Caray's most famous calls and broadcasts onto a CD that accompanies the book. By combining

Harry's voice with photos and stories of the Cards and Cubs, Harry Caray: Voice of the Fans will

give readers not only a fond memory of Caray, but also a "where were you when...?" for many

famous games, such as Ryne Sandberg's double game-tying home runs in 1984.
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Anything that Pat Hughes writes or produces is always terrific! His Baseball Voices c.d.'s are

wonderful. You will enjoy reading about and listening to Harry and his stories about his many years

in baseball.

I liked to read the book but as others have said the cd wasn't what I thought it was going to be. I

was hoping for more of Harry talking and making calls but it's really not. They do have one part that

has Harry talking that put me in tears from laughing so hard but I won't spoil that for you!

Pat Hughes has done an awesome job of putting this and all the Baseball Voices series together! A



must for every baseball fan! 10+ stars

My son sat right down and read it and he isn't much of a reader. I'm glad this got him into reading.

I learned a lot I didn't know but I thought the c.d. would have more of my favorite announcer and not

just him being talked about.

If you too think that Cubs radio announcer Pat Hughes is one of the best in the business, you'll

enjoy this book. I'm not a Cubs fan, but the person I bought it for is. We both agree that listening to

Cubs games on the radio is a pleasure, mostly because of Pat.He tells tales about Harry Caray

mostly from the broadcasting perspective. The person I got this book for is an avid reader, and

finished it very quickly. It's an easy but fun read, or so I was told. The CD which comes with the

book is a nice addition for those who want to hear a some soundbites of the immortal Harry Caray.
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